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(8972) C. S. asks: i. Which is the 
most desirable �urrent for any electro·magnet 
-one of great intensity, with less quantity, or 
une the reverse? A. The current through an 
electro· magnet should not be strong enough to 
heat the wire more than 40 deg. above the air, 
and is usually less than this. If the current is 
small the number of turns must be large in order 
to obtain the magnetic flux necessary to saturate 
the iron. If no other consideration existed, it 
would be better to have a large number of am· 
peres rather than a high voltage. 2. 1s th" 
amperage of a dynamo measured by dividing 
its voltage by its internal resistance alone, or 
is there an external resistance included? I re· 
f"r to the current a dynamo is said to generate, 
as in the case of one for sale, when no exter
nal resistance is mentioned. A. A dynamo 
machine will give its largest current when the 
external and internal resistances are equal. 
This is not desirable except for uses in which 
the heat produced is desirable. The dynamo 
is calculated for a definite voltage 01' for a 
constant currt?nt as the case may be. Incan
descent lamps in multiple call for a constant 
voltage, arc lamps in series call for a constant 
current. The output of a dynamo is better ex· 
pressed in watts than in amperes, at a certain 
speed or turns per minute. 3. Is there more 
resistance between two separated electrodes in 
a vacuum than in dry ail', being the same ·dis
tance apart in both cases. A. There is an 
enormous resistance between two points in a 
vacuum. A tube can be exhausted so complete· 
ly that cUl'l'ent cannot pass between points a 
small fraction of an inch apart. 

(8973) W. A S., Jr., asks: Can gas 

(natural 01' Illuminating) be ignited without a 
spark? A. A red heat will ignite any of the 
hydrocarbon gases, when mixed with the propel' 
proportion of ail' to make them explosive. A 
spark is not necessary. The hot tube of gas 
and gasoline engines shows this principle. 

me as to whether a bipolar dynamo having its 
yoke, cores and poles connected by common steel 
rod running through center will work all right, 
or should be of iron? A. Steel bolts may be 
llsed to fasten the yokes, cores, and pole pieces 
of a dynamo together. So, too, steel may be 
used for all these parts of a dynamo. But 
brass must be used as a bridge across from the 
positive to the negative pole s piece, if there is 
need of anything to prevent the vibration of 
the pole pieces. 

(8976) H. L T. says: I have at my 
disposal one pound of No. 36 double silk·covered 
wire. With this I wish to construct a jump· 
spark coil for my motor bicycle. Will you in· 
form me what amount of wire and what size 
should be used for the primary coil, how thick 
the core should be, and what the dimensions 
of the coil should be, whether short and thick 
or long and narrow? Also whether the vibrator 
can be omitted 01' not '! A. For a primary 
winding for your coil use No. 16 wire and wind 
two layers upon the core. The core should be 
8 inches long and 1 inch thick. The condenser 
requires 100 sheets of tinfoil 5 x 7 inches. A 
vibrator will not be required if the circuit is 
broken by the motor in its revolution. A valu· 
able article on the winding of coils may be 
found in our SUPPLEMENT, No. 1402, price 10 
cents. 

(8977) S. R. asks how to make a 
stereopticon lantern large enough to throw 

an image about 20 x 15 inches, using regular 
slides. A. The ordinary condenser for a stereo 
opticon is made with two plano·convex lenses 
placed with their convex surfaces nearly in con· 
tact. The combination should have a focal 
length of about 9 inches. It is not desirable 
to use lenses smaller than 4 inches in diameter, 
since the clear opening will then be smaller than 
a slide. For a projecting lens a Darlot qual" 
ter·plate lens of about 9 inches focus is com· 
monlv used. The size of the picture upon the 
se;reen Is determined by the distance of the 
screen from the Ian tern. If the hall is long 
and the lantern must stand far back, it is de· 
sirable to have a projecting lens of 12·inch 
focus. If the lantern must stand neal' the 
screen, a lens of 6·inch focus should be had. 
One who uses a lantern in all sorts of halls 
should have a set of lenses, so as to adapt him· 
self to the hall and produce his pictures of 
about the same size in all places. 
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ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS. By William L. 
Hooper, Professor of Electrical Engi
neering, Tufts College, Boston, Mass., 
and Roy T. Wells, Senio'r Fellow in 
Physics, Clark University, Worcester, 
Mass. Boston: Ginn & Co. 1902. I 
8vo. Pp. 170. Price $1.35. 

The work contains a set of problems typical 
of those met with in electrical laboratory and 
engineering practice, with very brief treatment 
of the methods of solution. The contents com· 
prise: Twelve sets of problems and calcula· 
tions on combinations of electro-motive forces 
and resistances in series and multiple group· 
ing; distribution and fall of potential in rail· 
way and lighting circuits, inductance of coils, 
capacity of condensers, thermo-electricity, elec
tro·chemistry; output and efliciency of bat· 
teries, generators, motors, etc.; foul' sets of 
problems on combinations of alternating elec· 
tro·motive forces and currents and the imped· 
ance of circuits with constant and with vary· 
ing value8 of resistance, in'ductance, capacity, 
and frequency; five sets of problems on cal· 
culating and making winding tables and draw· 
ings for direct and alternating current arm'l .. 
tUl'es, armature l'eaction.s, field windings, etc. ; 
problems on winding and operation of trans· 
formers, rotary converters, and induction mo
tors; and on testing of dynamos and transmis
sion of power. Answers are given to all prob· 
lems, many in the form of curves showing the 
effect of varying the various constants involved, 
such as temperature, frequency, capacity, re
sistance, and inductance. �rhe text contains 
about forty explanatory diagrams. 
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